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The National Audit Office of the Republic of Kosovo is the highest 

institution of economic and financial control which, according to the 

Constitution and domestic laws, enjoys functional, financial and 

operational independence. The National Audit Office undertakes 

regularity and performance audits and is accountable to the 

Assembly of Kosovo.  

Our Mission is to contribute to sound financial management in the 

public administration. We perform audits in line with 

internationally recognized public sector auditing standards and 

good European practices. 

The reports of the National Audit Office directly promote 

accountability of public institutions as they provide a base for 

holding managers’ of individual budget organisations to account. 

We are thus building confidence in the spending of public funds 

and playing an active role in securing taxpayers’ and other 

stakeholders’ interests in enhancing public accountability. 

The Auditor General has decided on the audit opinion on the 

Annual Financial Statements of the Regional Waste Company Pastërtia 

– Ferizaj j.s.c. in consultation with the Acting Assistant Auditor 

General, Vlora Mehmeti, who supervised the audit. 

The opinion and report issued are a result of the audit carried out 

by (Ganimete Dalloshi (Team Leader) and Valmira Jonuzi under the 

management of the Head of Audit Department Enver Boqolli.  

 

 

NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE-St. Musine Kokollari, No. 87, Prishtina 10000, Kosova 
Tel: +381(0) 38 60 60/1011 

http://zka-rks.org  
 

http://zka-rks.org/
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Executive Summary  

Introduction  

This report summarises the key issues arising from our audit of the 2016 Annual Financial Report 

of the Regional Waste Company Pastërtia – Ferizaj j.s.c (hereinafter: Pastërtia ), which determines 

the Opinion given by the Auditor General. The examination of the 2016 financial statements was 

undertaken in accordance with the International Standards on Supreme Audit Institutions. Our 

approach included such tests and procedures as we deemed necessary to arrive at an opinion on the 

financial statements. The applied audit approach is set out in our External Audit Plan1 dated 

23/11/2016.   

Our audit focus (detailed in Annex 1) has been on: 

 

The level of work undertaken by the National Audit Office to complete the 2016 audit is a direct 

reflection of the quality of internal controls implemented by the Management of the Pastërtia .   

Opinion of the Auditor General 

Adverse Opinion  

The Annual Financial Statements for the year ended on 31st December 2016 do not present a true and 

fair view in all material aspects.  

Other issues  

Annual Financial Statements of Pastërtia for the year ended on 31st December 2015 have been 

audited by another auditor.  

For more, please refer to Section 1.2 of this Report.  

Annex II explains the different types of Opinions applied by the National Audit Office. 

                                                      
1 The term External Audit Plan replaces the term Audit Planning Memorandum 

The Annual Financial 
Statements

Governance
Financial Management 

and Control
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We would like to thank Chairman of the Board and his staff for the cooperation during the audit 

process.  

 

Key Conclusions and Recommendations  

 

 

 

 

Response of the Chairman of the Board – audit 2016  

The Chairman of the Board has taken into consideration and agreed on detailed audit findings and 

conclusions and committed to address all recommendations given.  

  

The Financial Statements contain 
material misstatements spread out 
in the financial statements. These 

have resulted in an adverse 
opinion on AFS.

The Chairman of the Board should 
analyse the reasons for the 2016 Adverse 
Opinion and undertake  actions required 
to enable a true and fair presentation for 

AFS in 2017.

Failure to set deadlines for 
meeting business and financial 
objectives and failure to present 

the way expenditures were 
covered.

The Chairman of the Board should 
ensure that, in addition to business and 

financial objectives, deadlines for 
meeting them and the way of covering 

expenditures are set (see issue 4)

There are a number of weaknesses 
related to the functioning of the 

Internal Audit Office

The Chairman of the Board should 
ensure that the Audit Committee 
critically reviews the audit plans, 

outcomes and quality of internal audit 
reoprts (see issue 7)

Regarding financial management 
and control, many weaknesses 

have been identified in all areas.

The Chairman of the Board should take 
action in order to eliminate the 

weaknesses in the FMC area (see issues 
7-20)
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1 Annual Financial Statements and other External 

Reporting Obligations   

Introduction  

Our review of the Annual Financial Statements (AFS) considers both compliance with the reporting 

framework and the quality and accuracy of information recorded in the AFS. 

The declaration regarding presentation of the AFS incorporates a number of assertions relating to 

compliance with the reporting framework and the quality of information within the AFS.  These 

declarations are intended to provide the Shareholder with the assurance that all relevant 

information has been provided to ensure that a comprehensive audit can be undertaken.   

1.1 Audit Opinion  

Adverse Opinion 

We have audited the AFS of the Pastërtia for the year ended on 31st of December 2016 which include 

the Statement of Financial Position, Income Statement, Cash flow Statement, Statement of the 

Changes in Equity and the Explanatory Notes.  

In our opinion, due to the effects of the  described in the Basis for Adverse Opinion paragraph, the 

Annual Financial Statements do not present a true and fair view in all material respects in 

accordance with International Accounting Standards (IAS), International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRSs) and Kosovo Laws. The financial statements have been prepared based on accrual 

accounting principle, Law no. 03/L-048 on Public Financial Management and Accountability (as 

amended and supplemented) and Law no. 04/L-087 on Publicly Owned Enterprises (as amended 

and supplemented). 

Basis for Adverse Opinion 

We have created the basis for adverse opinion for the reasons mentioned below: 

 Single entry of transactions. Every accounting event should be recorded in the accounting 

books as Debit and Credit with opposite signs, otherwise known as double-entry 

bookkeeping. During 2016, Pastërtia has forgiven debts of €289,308. This led to the decrease 

(crediting) of accounts receivable, but it was not recorded under Debit as a recognition of 

bad debts provision. Single entry bookkeeping leads to understatement of profit/loss and 

consequently to the non-reconciliation of the balance sheet;   
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 In 2015 AFS, Pastërtia presented other short-term liabilities of €662,597, but there were no 

accounting records regarding the content of this value. In 2016, no value was presented as 

short-term liability and there were not accounting records on whether or not these liabilities 

were paid in 2016 either.  

 Incorrect presentation of assets. For many years, Pastërtia applied different  depreciation 

rates which did not comply with depreciation rates under the Tax Administration of Kosovo 

or IAS. Following our advices given in the interim audit stage, Pastërtia started to apply the 

adequate depreciation rates. However, the net book value which is carried forward from 

previous years was not true because inadequate depreciation norms were applied;  

 Incorrect presentation of reserve capital. The reserve capital value presented in the AFS was 

overstated by €418,273 compared to the accounting records. In the AFS, this reserve was 

presented in the amount of €2,506,719, whilst the balance of this account in the accounting 

records was €2,088,446. This overstatement was made for the purpose of reconciliation with 

the balance sheet; 

 Failure to revaluate non-current assets. According to IAS 36, revaluation of assets should be 

carried out at least once in 3 to 5 years. Pastërtia has not carried out revaluation of assets 

since 2007. This was due to lack of knowledge on the relevant standard;  

 Explanatory notes did not provide complete and fair explanatory information on some of 

the items presented in the annual financial statements. For more details, see sub-chapter 3.7; 

 Non-reconciliation between accounting records and letters of confirmation by suppliers. In 

one the letter of confirmation received from the supplier, we identified discrepancies with 

the accounting records. The amount of the debt confirmed by the supplier was €307,497, 

whilst the debt to this supplier in the accounting records was €34,431. This was due to 

incorrect bookkeeping and failure to reconcile accounting records with suppliers;  

 Incorrect presentation of account receivable. The value of accounts receivable presented in 

the 2016 AFS was not correct because the opening balance, carried forward from previous 

year, was provisioned by €176,028 without having any provisioning criterion or policy; 

 Incorrect presentation of expenditures. Financial expenses consist of payments to 

remunerate the Municipal Shareholders Commission according to a decision issued by the 

Municipal Assembly of Ferizaj, which according to the Ministry of Local Government 

Administration (MLGA) is not legally grounded. The amount paid for these remunerations 

was €22,680. This has increased costs without a legal basis in place. In addition, these costs 

were presented as financial expenses; and  

 Failure to conduct physical counting of stocks by the yearend. The value of stocks presented 

in the AFS was €27,689.  According to Law on TAK2, each taxpayer is required to complete 

and maintain an inventory of goods in stock as of the end of the calendar year. Pastërtia did 

not implement this because no Commission for inventory stocktaking was established. There 

                                                      
2 Law no.03/L22 on Tax Administration of Kosovo and Procedures (Article 13)  
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is the risk that the values presented in the financial statements may not comply with current 

situation of stocks. 

The issues presented above have resulted in incorrect presentations in the AFS. This was due to 

weak functioning of internal controls, with special emphasis on accounting and finance systems.  

We conducted the audit in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 

Responsibilities for the Audit of the AFS section of our report. NAO is independent of the Pastërtia  

in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the annual financial 

statements of Budget Organisations in Kosovo and we have fulfilled other ethical responsibilities in 

accordance with these requirements. We believe that the obtained audit evidence is sufficient and 

appropriate to provide a basis for the adverse opinion.  

Other Issues  

The Annual Financial Statements of Pastërtia for the year ended on 31st December 2015 were audited 

by another auditor, who issued an Unmodified Opinion.  

Responsibility of the Management and Those Charged with Governance and AFS 

The Chairman of the Board within Pastërtia  is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation 

of financial statements in accordance with International Accounting Standards (IAS), International 

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) and Kosovo Laws. Financial statements have been prepared 

based on accrual accounting principle. It is also responsible for such internal control as management 

determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This includes the application of Law no. 03/L-048 on 

Public Financial Management and Accountability (as amended and supplemented), and Law no. 

04/L-087 on Publicly Owned Enterprises (as amended and supplemented). 

The Chairman of the Board is responsible to ensure oversight the POEs financial reporting process. 

Auditor General’s Responsibility for the Audit of the AFS  

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the AFS based on our audit. We conducted our audit 

in accordance with ISSAIs. These standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and 

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements 

are free from material misstatements. Our objective is to obtain reasonable assurance that an audit 

conducted in accordance with ISSAIs will detect a material misstatement when it exists. 

Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the 

aggregate, they could influence the decisions taken on the basis of these AFS. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the financial records and 

disclosures in the AFS. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 

assessment of the risks of material misstatement in the AFS, whether due to fraud or error. In 
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making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 

preparation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 

the entity’s circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of 

the entity’s internal control.  

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 

reasonableness of accounting estimates made by Management, as well as evaluating the 

presentation of the financial statements. 

 

1.2 Compliance with AFS  and other reporting requirements  

Publicly Owned Enterprises (POEs) are required to comply with a specified reporting framework 

and other reporting requirements. We considered: 

 Requirements of Law no. 03/L-048 on Public Financial Management and Accountability (as 

amended and supplemented); 

 Requirements of Law no. 02/L-123 on Business Organisations; 

 Requirements of Law no. 04/L-087 on POEs (as amended and supplemented); 

 Requirements of Law No. 04/L-014 on Accounting, Financial Reporting and Audit; 

 Requirements of the Law on Public Procurement (as amended and supplemented); and 

 Requirements of Administrative Instruction no. 2/2013/MoF on Structure and Content of 

Annual Financial Reports; 

POEs are also required to prepare the: 

o Charter of the POE; 

o Business Plan; 

o Quarterly reports; 

o Annual reports; 

o Customer Satisfaction Report; and 

o Draft and final procurement plans in time. 

In our Interim Audit Memo, dated 23/12/2016, we have raised some issues regarding the financial 

statements that may have an impact on the opinion. Issues raised were not addressed. 

Consequently, some financial adjustments were required in the financial statements of 21/02/2017, 

in the statement of financial position, income statement, statement of changes in equity and 

explanatory notes which contained material errors. Despite our suggestions to take the needed 

actions, Pastërtia has just made few corrections in the Statement of Cash Flow and in Explanatory 

Notes. As a result, we have identified the findings that we have presented to the basis for the 

opinion.  
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Given the above - The Annual Financial Statements prepared by the Chief Executive Officer and the 

Chief Financial Officer when AFS are submitted to the Board of Directors cannot be considered 

accurate because of the identified material errors. 

In the context of other external reporting requirements, Pastërtia has met the abovementioned 

requirements, except for the Customer Satisfaction Report which was not finalised yet.  

 

1.3 Recommendations for the first part of the report 

We have no recommendations related to the AFS   

Recommendation 1 High Priority-The Chairman of the Board should ensure that an analysis is 

undertaken to determine the causes which led to the Adverse Opinion.  

Actions should be taken to address the underlying causes in a systematic and 

pragmatic manner to remove errors in the Annual Financial Statements and 

to ensure a fair and true view.  

Recommendation 2 High Priority- The Chairman of the Board should ensure that effective 

processes are in place to confirm that the 2017 AFS production plan formally 

addresses all compliance related issues. This should include Management 

review of the draft AFS with specific focus on high risk areas and/or areas 

where errors have been identified in previous years. AFS should not be 

approved unless all necessary checks to the draft AFS have been applied.    
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2 Governance 

Introduction 

Effective governance arrangements are fundamental to Pastërtia  for successfully managing the 

challenges it faces and ensuring that service delivery is optimised for the benefit of taxpayers and 

other service users.  

A key tool supporting effective Governance is the implementation of audit recommendations as this 

demonstrates that Management are seeking to develop existing processes and controls. We have 

therefore applied a consistent approach across all audits to determine the quality of reports of 

different units individually and of the POE in general. 

The remainder of our review of governance arrangements reflects a consideration of: 

 those areas of Governance Arrangements where significant improvements are required and 

where we believe that our recommendations can generate positive improvements including 

consideration of the Internal Audit system, segregation of duties, fulfilment of customer 

requirements (satisfaction); and  

 areas of Financial Management and Control identified through our audit work including 

specific work directed at compliance issues in key income and expenditure systems (these 

areas are considered in Section 3 of this report). 

 

Overall Governance Conclusion  

There are gaps in existing governance arrangements within Pastërtia  such as: failure to set deadlines 

on business and financial objectives, failure to present the sources of revenues in the business plan, 

internal audit system is not fully effective in strengthening internal controls. These areas need to be 

reviewed and concrete actions to be undertaken to address these. 

The implementation of previous year’s external audit recommendations, as a key tool supporting 

effective governance, has been taken into consideration by the Management of Pastërtia by 

implementing most of them. This indicates that Pastërtia has strived to develop existing processes 

and strengthen controls in many areas. 

Pastërtia  approved the business plan for 2016, but it did not include deadlines for meeting business 

and financial objectives. The plan did not contain the way of covering expenditures, i.e. sources of 

revenues.  
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Further on, the internal audit system as a key element of the internal control system failed to support 

management in relation to the assessment of internal controls of Pastërtia. Internal Audit has 

produced five reports. According to the internal auditor, one report includes one or more planned 

audit topics. Our examinations of these reports made us conclude that the handled audit topics 

could not be identified. Moreover, audit reports were more of narrative type, thus providing no 

conclusion or recommendation for improvement. 

 

2.1 Progress in the Implementation of Prior Year 

Recommendations 

External Audit Report3 on the 2015 AFS of Pastërtia resulted in eight (8) key recommendations. 

Pastërtia  prepared an Action Plan stating how all recommendations will be implemented. By the 

end of our 2016 audit, five (5) recommendation have been implemented, two (2) were partially 

implemented and one (1) was not implemented at all. For a more thorough description of the 

recommendations and how they are addressed, see Annex III.  

 

Issue  3 – Implementation of Prior Year Recommendations – High Priority  

Finding  Regardless of the progress made in implementation of recommendations, 

Pastërtia has not yet managed to fully implement two recommendations as 

well as one recommendation having an impact on the opinion was not 

implemented at all. This occurred because Pastërtia has not followed any 

formal process to manage and monitor the way that the External Auditor’s 

recommendations are implemented.  

Risk Failure to implement recommendations increases the risk of continued 

presence of the same shortcomings related to financial statements.  

Recommendation 3 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that an action plan is implemented 

which clearly sets out a timetable for implementing the recommendations 

made by the External Auditor with accountable staff members identified and 

with initial focus on those of greatest significance. The reasons for not 

addressing prior year recommendations should be analysed with the relevant 

directors and reported to the Chief Executive Officer. 

                                                      
3 External audit report - Audit of Pastërtia AFS for 2015 was carried out by a private audit firm rather than NAO, and their 

reporting included a report with the opinion and a letter to the management where the findings and recommendations 
were presented. 
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2.2 Specific Governance Reviews 

Our work on specific areas of governance arrangements has been informed by our audit planning 

which considered the context within which Pastërtia  operates and the challenges that it faces.  

2.2.1 Setting of Strategic Objectives  

The Legal framework requires from Publicly Owned Enterprises to draft Business Plan, which 

should be approved by the Board of Directors within the legal deadline. 

    

Issue  4 – Poor content of business plan - High Priority 

Finding  There were a number of weaknesses in the content of the business plan, as 

follows: 

 Pastërtia drafted the 2016 business plan and it was approved by the 

Board of Directors within the legal deadline. The plan contains the 

business and financial objectives which Pastërtia intends to achieve 

during 2016 and the approach to achieve these objectives. But, the plan 

did not include deadlines for achieveing these objectives; and  

 The Legal framework requires from POE to prepare its business plan 

by determining overall business expenses and the way these expenses 

are covered. The business plan contained the overall business 

expenses, but it did not explain the way these expenses would be 

covered, i.e. sources of revenues. The business plan just contained the 

overall revenues in total. However, it was not known whether these 

revenues would be generated by the services Pastërtia delivers or any 

other source of financing.   

Risk Lack of deadlines to achieve objectives makes the follow up of their fulfilment 

impossible in terms of the time when these goals should be achieved. In 

addition, failure to determine the source of revenues in the business plan may 

affect the implementation and consideration of the revenues plan, 

consequently expenditures.  

Recommendation 4 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that the business plan, in addition 

to business objectives and approach to their implementation, contains the 

timeframes for their execution as well. He should also ensure that the source 

of planned revenues is determined in the business plan.  
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2.2.2 Management Reporting and Accountability  

A range of internal controls are applied by Management to ensure that financial systems and 

operational activities operate as intended. It is important that these include appropriate reporting 

to management to enable an effective and timely response to identified operational problems.  

 

Issue  5 – Weaknesses in Management Controls – High Priority  

Finding  Our review of the management controls applied to Pastërtia’s key financial 

system highlighted that accountability and communication lines were in 

place through regular meetings and written reporting. However, in many 

areas, internal controls have not been applied effectively and failed to prevent 

mistakes during the year. With special emphasis, controls were ineffective 

when it comes to management of receivables, non-current assets, stocks, 

expenditure execution, human resource management, execution of payments 

without certification, inadequate categorisation of expenditures and delays in 

executing payments. 

Risk Failure to apply effective controls has reduced the effectiveness of financial 

management within Pastërtia . This can also result in inaccurate financial 

data. 

Recommendation 5 The Chairman of the Board should consider the reasons for not applying the 

effective controls in the abovementioned areas and ensure their elimination 

in order to improve these weaknesses.  
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2.3 Internal Audit System 

The Internal Audit Unit (IAU) operates with one staff members - the Director of IAU.  An effective 

audit requires a comprehensive work programme that reflects financial and other risks to Pastërtia 

and provides sufficient assurance over the effectiveness of internal control. The impact of Internal 

Audit output should be judged by the importance that management places on addressing 

recommendations and the support and challenge provided by an effective Audit Committee. 

 

Issue  6 - Shortcomings in functioning of IAU - High Priority 

Finding IAU prepared the annual plan in line with the strategic plan and for  2016 

planned 15 audits, out of which five (5) were carried out. According to the 

internal auditor, one report includes one or more planned audit topics. Our 

examinations of these reports made us conclude that the handled audit topics 

could not be identified. Moreover, audit reports were narrative,  thus 

providing no conclusion or recommendation for improvement. This was due 

to failure to focus internal audit work on improving financial system and 

internal controls and inadequate oversight of the Audit Committee.   

Risk Inadequate audit planning and reports with no conclusions and 

recommendations do not help the management in relation to the functioning 

of financial systems and internal controls. This may result in unidentified 

weaknesses and in continued ineffective practices considering that 

recommendations to avoid weaknesses in the enterprise are not given.  

Recommendation 6 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that the Audit Committee critically 

reviews Internal Audit plans to confirm that they are risk-based and to 

provide the management with the needed assurance that each conducted 

audit will result in individual audit reports. Moreover, the Audit Committee 

should ensure that the quality of audit reports is enhanced with audit reports 

including conclusions and recommendations to address problems Pastërtia 

faces.  
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3 Financial Management and Control 

Introduction 

Our work on Financial Management and Control (FMC) outside of the areas of Governance referred 

to section two reflects the detailed work undertaken on Revenue and Expenditure Systems in 

Pastërtia. As part of this we consider Budget management, Procurement issues, Human Resources 

Management, Assets and Liabilities. 

Financial Management and Control Conclusion 

Controls on the overall management of Pastërtia need to be improved. Existing budget planning 

processes are not adequate, they have not taken into account the causes that may occur during the 

year which may lead the enterprise to failure to meet the objectives and the inability to cover the 

costs. During 2016, Pastërtia operated with a loss of €51,656. In this financial outcome, as well as in 

the Pastërtia business as a whole, significant impact came from increased number of employees, 

decrease in revenues, increase in salaries, Municipal Assembly’s decision to pay municipal 

commissions members.    

The current state of affairs, without a real basis to find an adequate solution to overcome this and 

increase activities brings the continuity of the enterprise at stake. 

Execution of uncertified payments, not detailed planning of revenues, competent bodies’ failure to 

set service fees. Further on, existing assets management processes need to be reviewed, particularly 

the way assets are handled in the accounting records.  

Recruitment of employees was not managed in compliance with legal requirements. Employees’ 

engagement without developing any competitive process and failure to notify applicants in writing 

minimizes competition and increases the risk of not the right people in certain positions. 

These and other weaknesses presented in this report should be considered by the Board of Directors 

to improve financial management and control in Pastërtia. 
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3.1 Budget Planning and Execution 

We have considered the sources of budgetary funds for Pastërtia, spending of funds by economic 

categories. This is highlighted in the following tables: 

Table1.Economic categories planned and executed  (in €) 

No Description 
Initial 

planning 2016 
Revised 

planning 
2016 

Outturn 
2015 

Outturn 

1 Revenues 1,569,425 1,569,425 1,577,603 1,611,683 

2 Expenditures 1,400,191 1,400,191 1,629,260 1,599,7654 

3 Loss (1-2) 169,234 169,234 (51,656) 11,918 

Revenues presented above include revenues from enterprise business activity.  

When it comes to expenditures, the value presented in the table above represents all expenses 

incurred during the year including depreciation expenses. 

Table 2. Spending of funds by economic categories – outturn against budget (in €)  

Description 
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget 
2016 

Outturn 
2015 

Outturn 

Spending of funds by economic 
categories 

1,400,191 1,400,191 1,629,260 1,598,442 

Wages and Salaries 838,367 838,367 905,519 767,826 

Goods and Services including Utilities 561,824 561,824 631,927 762,286 

Depreciation Expenditures 0 0 91,814 68,329 

Explanations about changes in budget categories are provided as follows: 

 During 2016, Pastërtia planned capital investments of €1,219,646, but no capital project has 

been implemented as a result of Ministry of Economic Development (MED) failure to 

allocate funds and of the financial situation. 

 The Wages and Salaries budget execution was exceeded by €67,152 compared to planning, 

whilst compared to last year expenditures increased by €137,693, i.e. 15%.  

 The budget execution for Goods and Services and Utilities was exceeded by €70,103 

compared to planning, whilst compared to last year the spent budget was lower by €130,359, 

i.e. 21%.  

                                                      
4 This amount included the profit tax  
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Issue  7 – Shortcomings in budget planning  – High Priority  

Finding  When it comes to budget planning, we identified the following shortcomings:  

 In planning for Wages and Salaries consideration was not given to the 

increase in the number of staff during the year and increase in salaries 

of some of the employees upon Board of Director’s decision. These 

have led to budget overspending compared to budget planning.  

 In planning for Goods and Services consideration was not given to the 

increase of waste depositing fee, administrative expenditures and 

number of staff. These have led to budget overspending compared to 

budget planning.  

Risk Inadequate budget planning and overspending will result in failure to meet 

organisational objectives and in current year liabilities being funded from 

future year budgets. 

Recommendation 7 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that budget performance is 

systematically monitored on a monthly basis and that this review identifies 

and addresses barriers to planned levels of budget execution. Where initial 

budget assumptions are found to be incorrect this should be fully reflected in 

the final budget position. 

 

3.2 Revenues 

In 2016, Pastërtia collected revenues of €1,577,604. These relate to delivered services on waste 

removal, transportation and collection in the Municipalities of Ferizaj, Kaçanik and Shtime. 

Table 3. Planned and collected revenues in €: 

Description  
Initial Budget 

2016 

Final budget 

2016 

Outturn 

 2016 

Outturn 

2015 

Revenues 1,569,425 1,569,425 1,577,604 1,611,683 

Pastërtia managed to implement the 2016 annual plan on revenues and even exceeded it by 0.5%. 

But, regardless of this, the budget execution was lower by 2% compared to previous year.  
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Issue  8 – Revenues not planned in details – High Priority 

Finding  In order to have a clearer view of expectations in revenues collection, a 

detailed plan should be prepared describing the expectations on the 

collection of each type of revenues. Pastërtia just planned the total of revenues 

rather than preparing a detailed plan which would be based on all types of 

revenues to be collected by Pastërtia.  

Risk Lack of a proper revenues planning increases the risk that revenues will not 

be collected as planned and may lead to failure to implement project that are 

planned to be financed from own source revenues. 

Recommendation 8 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that all types of revenues expected 

to be collected are planned based on a proper analysis. 

Issue  9 – Shortcomings in compliance with the Law on Waste - Medium Priority 

Finding  According to the amended Law on Waste (articles 14.3 and 15) fees for the 

disposal of municipal waste shall be designated by the Municipality. The 

Municipality determines fees and manner for collection of funds for 

municipality services. Pastërtia delivers its services based on the Waste and 

Water Regulatory Office’s Order on Service Fee applicable as of June 1st 2011 

until 31st of May 2012. Regardless of Pastërtia efforts addressed to the 

Municipality, as the competent body to set the fees, revenues are still billed 

on the same base plus the Value Added Tax of 8%.   

Risk Failure to set service fees by competent bodies leads to the non- 

implementation of legal procedures and to an untrue service cost. This will 

affect the loss/profits of the enterprise. 

Recommendation 9 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that legal incompliance is corrected 

as soon as possible by applying the service fees set by the Municipality, as the 

competent body. 
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3.2.1 Wages and Salaries   

Wages and Salaries are paid through the Enterprise bank account and are calculated by the Pastërtia 

accounting software. Key controls confirming the accuracy and completeness of payroll payments 

are provided by the internal control system. 

The current number of employees at the end of the year was 205 employees and 4 members of the 

Board of Directors. We have tested some recruitment procedures, personnel files, and we have 

reviewed the payrolls and compared the data from the accounting records and their presentation to 

the AFS. 

 

Issue   10 – Human Resource Management - High Priority 

Finding  While the testing of this category we have noticed the following 

shortcomings: 

 According to the Law on Labour (Article 8), the Public Sector Employer 

is obliged to announce public vacancy whenever an employee accepts and 

establishes an employment relationship. During 2016, the enterprise 

engaged 4 employees for specific jobs and duties, but these employees 

covered regular job positions and for which recruitment procedures were 

not developed. 

 According to the Administrative Instruction (AI) on the Regulation of 

Procedures for the Establishment of Labour Relation in the Public Sector 

(Article 5.2), there must be at least three applications that meet the 

requirements of the competition in order to begin with the procedures. In 

three recruitment processes, the Recruitment Commissions have 

concluded that out of all candidates having applied the number of those 

who met the criteria did not reach three, whilst Pastërtia carried on with 

the recruitment thus hiring the successful candidates.   

 Weaknesses in the recruitment process. According to the same AI (Article 

5), selected candidates should be notified in written at least 48 hours 

before testing. In five recruitment processes, applicants were not notified 

in written for both testing and interviews. According to the HR Officer, 

all applicants were notified by phone; and  

 According to the same AI (Article 5), the candidate who has received the 

most points by the total number of points (in testing and interviewing) 

will be selected by the interview committee. In five recruitment processes 

for five different job positions there was no evidence that candidates have 

gone through testing and interviewing. Selection was solely made based 

on the recommendation of the recruitment commission.  
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Risk Failure to implement recruitment procedures, failure to notify applicants in 

written, failure to conduct testing and interviewing and engagement of 

employees on the grounds of specific jobs and tasks for regular job positions 

and without developing any competitive process minimises competition and 

increases the risk of engaging inadequate persons at certain positions. 

Recommendation 10 The Chairman of the Board should review the identified shortcomings and 

take the necessary measures to comply with the relevant legal provisions 

when engaging new staff, as well as positions with operational 

responsibilities should be exercised by officials/employees with regular 

employment contracts. 

3.2.2 Goods and Services and Utilities  

The final budget for Goods and Services in 2016 was €561,824. Out of which, €631,927 were spent. 

They relate to operating and administrative expenditures as well as utilities expenditures of 

Pastërtia. 

 

Issue  11 – Payments in contradiction to the Law on Publicly Owned Enterprises - High Priority 

Finding  According to the Law on Publicly Owned Enterprises, only Directors of local 

POEs shall be shall be paid a basic fee based on a decision of the concerned 

Municipal Shareholders Committee. The Municipal Assembly of Ferizaj 

issued a decision in 2014, wherewith Pastërtia was obliged to remunerate the 

members of the Municipal Shareholders Committee (MSC). In another 

decision of 2015, Pastërtia was also obliged to retroactively remunerate the 

members of the MSC as in its previous composition. In 2015, Pastërtia asked 

for the interpretation of MLGA regarding the legality of this decision. 

According to the latter, this decision approved by the Municipal Assembly of 

Ferizaj is not legally grounded and does not oblige Pastërtia to remunerate 

MSC and these decisions do not create legal effects and as such they should 

not be implemented. In the AFS of 2016, the amount of €22,680 was presented 

as operating expenses, which related to the remuneration of MSC. Moreover, 

these payments were made from the category Goods and Services, and 

contributions and taxes were not calculated.  

Risk Remuneration of MSC members without any legal basis leads to increased 

expenditures of Pastërtia. Having these expenditures presented as operating 

expenses creates obscurities in the items of financial statements. Moreover, 

paying no contributions or taxes for such remunerations indicates failure to 

apply TAK laws.  

Recommendation 11 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that Pastërtia operates fully in 

compliance with applicable laws in Kosovo.  
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Issue  12 – Goods acquired without any  - High Priority 

Finding  According to the Regulation on Purchase and Supply Procedures (Articles 7 

and 8) the Warehouse Officer and the Procurement Officer should prepare 

the Purchase Request Notice and the Purchase Request Order respectively 

which should be approved and singed by the Chief Executive Officer. In 21 

cases, we found that purchases were made without the Purchase Request 

Notice and the Purchase Request Order prepared.   

Risk Failure to prepare the Purchase Request Notice and the Purchase Request 

Order and the CEO’s failure to approve the purchase increases the risk of 

uncontrolled purchases made.  

Recommendation 12 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that the purchase procedures are 

implemented for any purchase of goods and that the Purchase Request Notice 

and the Purchase Request are approved.  

Issue  13 - Failure to present expenditures in the Statement of Incomes - Medium Priority 

Finding  The statement of incomes reflects a company's financial outturn over a period 

as a result of changes in revenues and expenditures. Pastërtia did not present 

rent expenditures of €6,200 in the Statement of Incomes. According to them, 

this was because TAK does not recognise these expenditures given that the 

enterprise has not paid the withhold tax.  

Risk Failure to present rent expenditures in the Statement of Incomes may result 

in understatement of expenditures, thus affecting the accuracy of profit/loss 

over the year.  

Recommendation 13 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that financial statements are 

prepared in accordance with International Accounting Standards in order to 

have all expenditures incurred during the year presented therein. 

 

3.2.3 Capital Investments  

In 2016, Pastërtia implemented none of the planned capital investments because MED had not 

allocated grants to them. Pastërtia planned such investments on the assumption it would receive 

grants from MED.   

Recommendation 

We have no recommendations in this area. 
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3.3 Assets  

3.3.1 Capital and Non Capital Assets   

The value of non-current assets at the end of 2016 was €1,248,972. Maintaining the asset register in 

Pastërtia  is done with accounting software. Non-current assets over €1,000 have been recorded in 

the assets register as well. We focused on assets purchased during 2016 in order to verify whether 

or not they were recorded in the accounting register and assets register. The structure and changes 

to these assets are given in the table below.  

Table 4. Assets by categories and amounts in € 

Description Land Building 
Plant and 

Equipment 
Total 

Historic cost (Purchase value) 980,000 269,894 1,061,742 2,311,636 

Purchases during the year  130,608 932,055 1,062,663 

Accumulated Depreciation     

Revaluation of assets - - - - 

Depreciation within the year   13,495 78,319 91,814 

Net Book Value as of 31/12/2016 890,000 125,791 51,368 1,157,159 

 

 

Issue  14 – Unclear segregation of duties – Medium priority 

Finding  Pastërtia hired the Assets Officer whose job description is to record, maintain 

and supervise the assets, evaluate and calculate depreciation, receive 

documentation from the Accounting Officer and having checked its accuracy 

registers the adequate records in the cards. The Accounting Officer has been 

charged with the same duties and has the same job description. This was due 

to unclear definition of duties and responsibilities in the job descriptions of 

Pastërtia.  

Risk Inadequate segregation of duties between the two officers may result in 

incomplete recording of assets and inadequate depreciation rates which may 

lead to incorrect presentations in the financial statements.   

Recommendation 14 The Chairman of the Board should, through CEO, ensure that duties and 

responsibilities are clearly segregated and that the Assets Officer records, 

maintains and supervises assets by keeping a complete and accurate assets 

register.  
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3.3.2 Advance Payments  

Advance payments are expenditures which have been paid for but relate to future accounting 

periods. They are presented in the balance sheet as assets. The value of advance payments by the 

yearend was €1,582.  

Recommendations  

We have no recommendations in this area.  

 

3.3.3 Handling of Cash  

Cash and cash equivalents include cash balances in bank accounts and cash registers. At the 

beginning of the reporting period, the cash balance was €9,078, whilst at the end of the period this 

amount was €27,453. 

Recommendations  

We have no recommendations in this area. 

 

3.3.4 Receivables   

Accounts receivable of Pastërtia represent the amount of assets that clients owe to the enterprise for 

the services they have benefited from it. Pastërtia has presented accounts receivables in the amount 

of €1,985,960, out of which €16,552 are created during past years and employees owe to Pastërtia. 

Although the Law on Public Funds Debts Forgiveness was applied during 2016, accounts receivable 

show an increasing trend compared to last year by €115,847. This was due to the ineffective policies 

implemented by the Management and the lack of a strategy for collecting these debts. Shortcomings 

in the management and presentation of accounts receivables are presented in the Audit Opinion 

sub-chapter. 
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Issue  15 – Provisioning of suspicious debts – High Priority  

Finding  According to Pastërtia’s Regulation on Business Procedures and Policies 

(Article 16), debts older than six months are supposed to be suspicious debts. 

Pastërtia makes the provisioning of suspicious debts. The provisioning is 

firstly approved by the Board of Directors upon its percentage. In 2016 AFS, 

Pastërtia did not make the provisioning of suspicious debts as stipulated in 

the respective regulation.  

Risk Failure to make provisioning of suspicious debts may lead Pastërtia in 

making future planning based on revenues that are actually difficult to 

collect. Moreover, provisioning of suspicious debts does not present a true 

profit balance in the AFS.  

Recommendation 15 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that respective regulations are 

implemented while preparing AFS, in order to have all financial records fairly 

presented.  
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3.4 Capital and Liabilities 

3.4.1 Capital  

In the Annual Financial Statements, capital is presented under this structure: 

Shortcomings on equity are presented in sub-chapter 1.2 Audit Opinion. 

 

3.4.2 Handling of Liabilities 

The statement of liabilities to suppliers and Tax Administration of Kosovo at the end of 2016 was 

€754,488. These liabilities are carried forward to be paid in 2017. However, this reflects only a part 

of budgetary difficulties faced by Pastërtia which is handled in more details in sub-chapter 3.3 

 

Issue  16 - Incorrect presentation of liabilities - High Priority 

Finding  Compared to the accounting records, the value of liabilities presented in the 

AFS was understated by €1,000. This was due to record some of the invoices.  

Risk Understatement of liabilities leads to the incorrect presentation of liabilities 

in the AFS. 

Recommendation 16 The Chairman of the Board should ensure that the presentation of liabilities 

is in compliance with the accounting records, in order to have an accurate 

value presented in the AFS.   

  

Description  31/12/2016 31/12/2015 

CAPITAL:  2,537,168 2,170,553 

Charter Capital 25,000 25,000 

Reserve capital 2,506,719 2,088,447 

Profit/Losses carried forward 57,106 45,188 

Current Year Profits/Loss (51,656.5) 11,918 

Revaluation reserve - - 
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3.5 Explanatory Notes 

Explanatory notes provide information on the preparation of financial statements and accounting 

policies, provide disclosures required by IFRS and provide additional information that is not 

disclosed in the statement of financial position, income statement, statement of cash flow or the 

statement of changes in equity, but are important to understand each one of them. 

 

Issue 17 - Incomplete presentation of explanatory notes - High Priority 

Finding  According to IAS 1, explanatory notes should be presented systematically as 

possible. Any item in the statement of financial position, income statement, 

statement of changes in equity or cash flow statement should be referred to 

the relevant information in the notes. 

While analysing disclosures, we identified the following weaknesses: 

 No explanatory information was presented regarding non-current 

assets, their depreciation, increases or decreases; 

 Incomplete presentation on stocks. According to accounting records 

the value of stocks consists of salt reserves, fuel reserves and oil 

reserves, whilst in the explanatory notes oil reserves were presented 

as spare part depot;  

 Stocks were disclosed with the same differences between accounting 

records and financial statements; 

 Incorrect information on accounts receivable. Similar to the statement 

of financial position, in the explanatory notes the balance of accounts 

receivable was different from the accounting records; and  

 Explanatory information on capital reserve and liabilities was not 

presented.  

Risk The incomplete and inaccurate presentation of the explanatory notes may 

lead to the risk that AFS do not give a true and fair view. 

Recommendation 17 The Chairman of the Board of Directors should ensure that when preparing 

AFS detailed, complete and accurate information for each item in the financial 

statements are presented in the notes.  
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Annex I: Audit Approach and Methodology 

The responsibilities placed on the Auditor and Those Charged with Governance are detailed in the 

Opinion set out in Section 1.2 of this report. 

While a key output of our work is the audit opinion this report reflects the totality of our work with 

specific focus also on Governance Issues including Financial Management and Control. The latter is 

informed by our extensive, risk based, compliance audit programme. 

The Executive Summary is intended to highlight the key finding of the audit and the key action that 

the Chairman of the Board should ensure are taken to address identified management/control 

weaknesses. 

The detailed report provides an extensive summary of our audit finding with emphasis on 

determining the cause  audit findings and providing appropriate recommendations to address 

these. For completeness we have included issues identified at the interim audit where they remain 

relevant.  Our findings are defined as: 

High Priority - issues which if not addressed may result in a material weakness in internal control 

and where action will offer the potential for improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of 

internal controls; and 

Medium Priority - issues which may not result in a material weakness but where action will also 

offer the potential for significant improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of internal 

controls.  

Findings considered low priority were reported separately to finance staff .  

Our procedures included a review of the internal controls and accounting systems and associated 

substantive testing and associated governance arrangements only to the extent considered 

necessary for the effective performance of the audit. Audit findings should not be regarded as 

representing a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses which exist, or all improvements 

which could be made to the systems and procedures operated.  
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Annex II: Explanation of the different types of opinion 

applied by NAO  

(extract from ISSAI 200) 

Form of opinion 

147. The auditor should express an unmodified opinion if it is concluded that the financial 

statements are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial 

framework. 

If the auditor concludes that, based on the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a 

whole are not free from material misstatement, or is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, 

the auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor’s report in accordance with the section on 

“Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion”. 

148. If financial statements prepared in accordance with the requirements of a fair presentation 

framework do not achieve fair presentation, the auditor should discuss the matter with the 

management and, depending on the requirements of the applicable financial reporting framework 

and how the matter is resolved, determine whether it is necessary to modify the audit opinion. 

Modifications to the opinion in the auditor’s report 

151. The auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor's report if it is concluded that, based on 

the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a whole are not free from material 

misstatement, or if the auditor was unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to 

conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement. Auditors may 

issue three types of modified opinions: a qualified opinion, an adverse opinion and a disclaimer of 

opinion. 
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Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion 

152. The decision regarding which type of modified opinion is appropriate depends upon: 

 The nature of the matter giving rise to the modification – that is, whether the financial 

statements are materially misstated or, in the event that it was impossible to obtain sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence, may be materially misstated; and 

 The auditor’s judgment about the pervasiveness of the effects or possible effects of the matter 

on the financial statements. 

153. The auditor should express a qualified opinion if: (1) having obtained sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are 

material, but not pervasive, to the financial statements; or (2) the auditor was unable to obtain 

sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base an opinion, but concludes that the effects on 

the financial statements of any undetected misstatements could be material but not pervasive. 

154. The auditor should express an adverse opinion if, having obtained sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are both 

material and pervasive to the financial statements. 

155. The auditor should disclaim an opinion if, having been unable to obtain sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence on which to base the opinion, the auditor concludes that the effects on the financial 

statements of any undetected misstatements could be both material and pervasive. If, after accepting 

the engagement, the auditor becomes aware that management has imposed a limitation on the audit 

scope that the auditor considers likely to result in the need to express a qualified opinion or to 

disclaim an opinion on the financial statements, the auditor should request that management 

remove the limitation. 

156. If expressing a modified audit opinion, the auditor should also modify the heading to 

correspond with the type of opinion expressed. ISSAI 170519 provides additional guidance on the 

specific language to use when expressing a modified opinion and describing the auditor’s 

responsibility. It also includes illustrative examples of reports. 

Emphasis of Matter paragraphs and Other Matters paragraphs in the auditor’s report 

157. If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ attention to a matter presented or disclosed 

in the financial statements that is of such importance that it is fundamental to their understanding 

of the financial statements, but there is sufficient appropriate evidence that the matter is not 

materially misstated in the financial statements, the auditor should include an Emphasis of Matter 

paragraph in the auditor’s report. Emphasis of Matter paragraphs should only refer to information 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements. 
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158. An Emphasis of Matter paragraph should: 

 be included immediately after the opinion; 

 use the Heading “Emphasis of Matter” or another appropriate heading; 

 include a clear reference to the matter being emphasised and indicate where the relevant 

disclosures that fully describe the matter can be found in the financial statements; and 

 indicate that the auditor’s opinion is not modified in respect of the matter emphasised.  

159. If the auditor considers it necessary to communicate a matter, other than those that are 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements, which, in the auditor’s judgement, is relevant to 

users’ understanding of the audit, the auditor’s responsibilities or the auditor’s report, and provided 

this is not prohibited by law or regulation, this should be done in a paragraph with the heading 

“Other Matter,” or another appropriate heading. This paragraph should appear immediately after 

the opinion and any Emphasis of Matter paragraph. 
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Annex III: Prior Year Recommendations  

Audit Component Recommendation  given Implemented  Under implementation  Not 
implemented 

Taxes The auditor recommends Pastërtia to 
correct the annual CD form for 2014  

Implemented. Pastërtia corrected 
the annual CD form and paid the 
corporate income tax.   

   

Assets Pastërtia should undertake actions 
regarding depreciation of fix assets 
according to IAS and TAK 

Implemented.    

Assets Assets revaluation should be carried out 
at least once in 3 to 5 years 

  Not implemented 

Compliance A regulation on procedures and 
guidelines to implement internal control 
should be drafted  

Pastërtia has issued and 
approved the regulation on 
implementation of business 
procedures and policies.  

  

Finance  Pastërtia should implement procedures in 
order to make monthly analysis of 
balances in the Ledger become a routine.   

Implemented. The chief financial 
officer prepares monthly reports 
on balances in the Ledger for the 
CEO  

  

AFS Chart of Accounts, estimates and errors 
should be sufficiently disclosed as 
required in IAS 8.   

 Partially implemented   
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Assets  Assets in locations and buildings should 
be secured.  

 Partially implemented. 
Pastërtia engaged 
security for the 
buildings but it did not 
place metal nets for 
boxes.  

 

Environment 
protection  

Environment should be protected for 
residents in the location and employees in 
the location and buildings.  

Pastërtia engaged a company for 
the disinfection, disinsection and 
deratization of objects and 
external surfaces in all its units.  

  

 


